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class id CLASS items

E Environment, siting

+ difficult or dangerous to travel to, or to visit the site

+ no appropriate local infrastructure (power, datacom)

+ sabottage

F Finances

+ data communication costs

+ spare parts

+ costly AWS

I Infrastructure and facilities

+ maintenance

+ calibration

L Logistics

+ availability of spare parts and replacements 

+ no WMO/WSI station ID

M Management

+ scope and targets not well defined

+ no life cycle management

+ tendering process

+ governance (no adequate support government)

+ governance (responsibilities unclear)

+ cooperation with 3rd party not optimal

+ planning (timing) not realistic

N Network

+ design

+ siting

P Personnel

+ social impact

+ competence, knowledge, experience

+ lack of personnel

T Technical

+ sutainable

+ sensors and instruments

+ data acquisistion

+ AWS server

+ central server

+ data communication

+ spare parts

+ not compliant to functional specs (after testing)
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Item

sabotage/vandalism by men or animals, theft of solar 

pannels and sensors

unsafe sites for maintenance; 

remote site access is limited or too costly

high comm costs gprs/3g; bill not paid by government

no access/comm to database 3rd party

costly 3rd party data

AWS too expensive

calibration not OK

lack of maintenance

No WIGOS ID

no spare parts

procurement

bad life cycle and system  management

poor tendering procedure

devellopment partners (also w networks) ineffective

(poor) quality determined by donors

no optimal network design

competency of personnel, not trained staff; lack of 

knowledge SW/HW/data acquisition

lack of technicians

social impact man-->auto

corrosion, humidity

rapid changing techn

too many different brands/types of aws, cannot been 

integrated

datalogger software problems

network comm down, bad data comm, bad internet

obsolete instruments

data via foreign server

no reliable power supply; battery problems (cost)

not sustainable sensors

no central database; different servers, software

no software to analyse

incomplete, poor or no documentation

not working after installation

no datacomm to GTS

communication protocols, dataformat not standardized; 

not BUFR or SYNOP

hardware/software upgrade not supported

datalogger not OK; memory issues

uneasy communication with diffrent servers

obs data cannot be integrated in display system

no standards to require compliance when tendering 

processed data is inaccurate


